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Our team created The 

Ultimate Ad Creation 

BlueprintTM fill-in-the blank 

template with so much love 

and thought into how we 

could help you write a HIGH-

CONVERTING ad in as little 

time as possible!

Half the battle with 

Facebook ads is creating 

copy that connects and 

draws in your ideal clients! 

Even if you think you can’t 

write, I promise you can create 

an ad that will work to deliver 

you clients every single day!

The Ultimate Ad Creation 

BlueprintTM works almost like 
magic to get the most number 

of clients to click on your ad!

THE Ultimate
AD CREATION
BLUEPRINT



SECRETS TO HIGH-

CONVERTING AD COPY

1. Don’t try to use slick “marketing” 
language.  Speak from your heart to 
connect with your clients.  Be 
concise rather than clever!

2. Only include copy that will motivate 
your audience to click on your ad.  
Edit out any words or sentences that 
don’t do this.

3. Be VERY specific about who your 
invitation is for so that people will 
know you’re talking to them.

4. Bring your voice and uniqueness to 
your ad copy so you will attract 
clients who LOVE you!

5. The #1 secret for great converting 
ads: You MUST HAVE an invitation/ 
offer your clients will be excited 
about! If you don’t have an offer 
your clients will leap at, reach out to 
us at support@profitfaucets.com to 
find out how we can help you craft a 
Thirst-Quenching OfferTM that will sell 
like hotcakes!

mailto:support@profitfaucets.com


WRITING YOUR AD COPY

Your ad doesn’t need to be perfect… 
it needs to be done!  Don’t let the 
idea of writing the perfect ad get in 
the way of getting your ad written.

Review this Blueprint and the 
associated training on how to write 
your ad that’s included in the training 
you purchased, then set a timer and 
give yourself 40 minutes to write the 
first draft of your ad using this easy fill-
in-the-blank Blueprint. 

Then carry on with the rest of your ad 
training (for at least an hour) before 
you come back to do 20 to 30 
minutes of revisions and come away 
with your final ad copy.

The Ultimate Ad Creation BlueprintTM is one of the 

reasons why our clients are being told by Facebook 

that they are getting in the top 1% of all Facebook 

ad results... Even though our ad creation system is 

simpler than anything else in the market.  That 

means more clients for you and cheaper ads too!



THE Ultimate AD CREATION

BLUEPRINT

Yes Question

Rapport & Authority Builder

Magic Mechanism / Mindset Shift

Call to Action Positioning

Time Limiter

Irresistible Call to Action



ULTIMATE FACEBOOK AD
CHEAT SHEET

THE YES QUESTION
The juicy attention grabber… Open with a short question your 
ideal client and only your ideal client will answer “YES” to.

1.

RAPPORT & AUTHORITY BUILDER 
Connect with your ideal clients & demonstrate your authority.  
Give them a reason to trust you in the wild world of the internet.

MAGIC MECHANISM / MINDSET SHIFT
One thing your clients currently believe is true that really isn’t OR the 
magic mechanism that makes your way/system/product better.

CALL TO ACTION POSITIONING
Why should your perfect client take the action you want them to? 
How will their life be different?

LIMITER 
Create tension to act with words like 
now, limited time, or 100 available

IRRESISITIBLE CALL TO ACTION
Clear, concise instruction on what to 
do next.  Ex. “click here…”

SCROLL-BREAKER IMAGE
Get the “lean-in” from your tribe.

BIG BENEFIT HEADLINE

What is the big transformation 
someone can get by taking you up 
on your call to action.

LAST CHANCE CTA
Remind them what to do / why the should 
take your call to action!

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

(Print me and keep me on your desk for every ad you’ll write!)



https://mylink.com

BLUEPRINT
THE Ultimate AD CREATION



INGREDIENT #1: THE YES QUESTION
Open with a question your ideal client and ONLY 

your ideal client will answer “YES” to.

Connect and demonstrate your authority.
INGREDIENT #2: RAPPORT & AUTHORITY BUILDER

Want to bring in a consistent 

stream of high-end clients 

using Facebook ads?

Be specific! This is your attention grabber!  Excluding 

people, will get YOUR ideal clients even more excited.  Call 

out one transformation, one pain point, or SPECIFICALLY 

who this is for.  One sentence that is short and sweet.

I know how frustrating it can 

be to try and bring in clients 

with Facebook ads!  You 

write something you think is 

pretty darn good… you get 

it live in an ad… and 

NOTHING!  No traction, no 

clients, and no income 

coming in.  The result… 

spending lots of money with 

nothing to show for it.

Facebook is a social platform, best performing ads connect 

like you are a real person.  Connect here over their most 

pressing pain point.



INGREDIENT #3: MAGIC MECHANISM/MINDSET SHIFT

Ads that get no traction are 

most often missing one critical 

element.

The most highly successful ads 

have 9 ingredients in common 

that cause them to grab their 

audience’s attention AND get 

more than 90% of them to 

take action to find out more 

about your program, product, 

or service!

This is the thing that makes you stand out in a sea of others 

in your niche and give them a reason why what they’ve 

done before hasn’t worked.

It is especially important in competitive niches.  Why is the 

way you do things unique and different in a way your 

clients can understand and appreciate?

Other ways to think of it…

Your unique recipe to deliver on the promise you are 

making to clients.  The reason why you give your clients 

better results than anyone else.

To work, it must be concise and easy to understand in a 

couple of sentences.

Explain the unique thing that will get them a better 

result than anything they’ve tried in the past.



INGREDIENT #4: CALL TO ACTION POSITIONING

That's why I created The Ultimate 
Facebookᵀᴹ Ad Template ... to 

help my clients create amazing 

ads that model the best 

performing ads of all time. 

I've used ads to help build my 

business to the multi-7-figure 

level and have helped more 

than 4000 clients get ads 

working to deliver them clients 

every day.

And I’ve pulled the secrets from 

the ads that brought in the most 

clients for the least amount of 

money to create this template.  

What offer do you have for them that will solve the issue that 

your Mindset Shift/Magic Mechanism pointed out?  Include 

an authority builder around why that thing is so amazing that 

they’ll want to get their hands on it.

Why should your ideal clients take the action you want them 

to?  How will their life be different?

Introduce the thing your ad is about.



INGREDIENT #5: LIMITER
Limiter to encourage action now.

Clear, concise, JUICY call to action.
INGREDIENT #6: IRRESISTIBLE CALL TO ACTION

And for a limited time, I want 

to give you The Ultimate 
Facebookᵀᴹ Ad Template ... for 

FREE so you can use the 

proven, step-by-step formula 

to build your own client-

generating ads very quickly!

What you are giving them and why they need to take 

action now to get it.  Options: 1. Time limiter  2. Number 

limiter  3.  Stop being in pain limiter  

Click here now to 

download your free 

Template before it’s 

gone >>> yourlink.com

Be SPECIFIC, tell your clients exactly what they need to do to 

get the thing you are offering.  Include the URL in the ad 

copy.



INGREDIENT #7:

If your audience doesn’t pause scrolling through the 

newsfeed at first glimpse of your ad image, they won’t read 

a single line of your ad copy.  

This is your first impression with your audience 

Choose (or create) images that:

1. Stand out.  Don’t use the colors of Facebook – avoid 

light grey, light blue, and Facebook blue.  Think colorful 

or contrasting.

2. Build curiosity.  Human faces always do this but so can 

curious graphics or images directly associated with what 

your clients are looking for.

If you’re just starting out, think “find an image” instead of 

“design an image”!  It will be the fastest way for you to get 

started.

We buy many of our photos on DepositPhotos.com for 

about $1 each but there are plenty of free sites too.  Try 

pexels.com, pixabay.com or photos you’ve taken.

Scroll-Breaker Image.



INGREDIENT #8: BIG BENEFIT HEADLINE

INGREDIENT #9: LAST CHANCE CALL TO ACTION

Short and concise – use a maximum of 25 to 40 characters.  

Characters 26 through 40 will be cut off when displaying to 

your audience on many platforms.

Ingredient 9 is only shown on a few platforms – this is the least 

important part of your copy.  Spend just a few minutes to 

include a reference to the big benefit they can achieve by 

taking action.

Headline Closer.  Your Juicy Offer (What they 

can get) and/or the Big Benefit Statement

What You Want Them to Do PLUS Cliff Hanger 

Big Benefit.

FREE Facebook Ad Template: 

For Quick Ads

Download yours now so you 

can grow your list by 

thousands of qualified 

prospects WHILE YOU ...



YOUR TURN!
Set your timer for 40 

minutes… On the next 

pages (or in a blank 

document), brainstorm 

your “dirty first draft”.  The 

most important thing is just 

to write!  You’ll come 

back to turn it into your 

Ultimate Ad later.



INGREDIENT #1: THE YES QUESTION

Open with a question your ideal client and ONLY 

your ideal client will answer “YES” to.

Connect and demonstrate your authority.
INGREDIENT #2: RAPPORT & AUTHORITY BUILDER



INGREDIENT #3: MAGIC MECHANISM/MINDSET SHIFT

Explain the unique thing that will get them a better 

result than anything they’ve tried in the past.



INGREDIENT #4: CALL TO ACTION POSITIONING

Introduce the thing your ad is about.



INGREDIENT #5: LIMITER
Limiter to encourage action now.

Clear, concise, JUICY call to action.
INGREDIENT #6: IRRESISTIBLE CALL TO ACTION



INGREDIENT #8: BIG BENEFIT HEADLINE

Headline Closer.  Your Juicy Offer (What they 

can get) and/or the Big Benefit Statement

INGREDIENT #9: LAST CHANCE CALL TO ACTION

What You Want Them to Do PLUS Cliff Hanger 

Big Benefit.



Profit Faucets Inc. are not a part of FacebookTM Inc. This site is NOT endorsed by 

FacebookTM in any way. FacebookTM is a trademark of FacebookTM Inc.

TURN ON YOUR 

AUTOMATIC
CLIENT FLOW


